
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1408

What…what? ? ?

As soon as the voice came out, the audience was shocked!

At this moment, everyone has a numb scalp and a splitting eye!

Completely shocked!

Lin Fan, is the Dark Emperor?

This simple sentence made Zhao Weizhi and the others, who were

already horrified, completely insane!

The Dark Emperor?

Isn’t Lin Fan Lin Zuo?

How come you have become a dark emperor again?

At this time, their faces were pale, and suddenly remembered that Lin

Fan had just said that the Dark Emperor and Lin Zuo were not worth

mentioning in his eyes.

Now, he is Lin Zuo, so naturally he doesn’t take Lin Zuo this threat in

his eyes.

Could it be that…

think of this!

The bodies of Zhao Yanzhi and others trembled more severely.

The cold sweat was like a faucet, rushing.

And Zhao Yanzhi swallowed fiercely, and asked Mu Lingshan in

horror:

“Lingshan, are you kidding? Tell me, you are kidding!” At this time, she

even had some He was hysterical, and even his voice was crying.

If Lin Fan is not just Lin Zuo, but also the Dark Emperor, then she

might be completely mad!

just!

Mu Mountain is a complex expression, smile together:

“I hope to be false, can just call, but the blood of prison mad God!”

Boom!

When these words were spoken, the audience fell into a dead silence!

Zhao Yanzhi and others, including the guests present, were completely

stunned!

Lin Fan, not only Lin Zuo, but also the Dark Emperor?

Is it Lin Fan? Lin Fan again?

They couldn’t believe that the two supreme kings were the same

person!

What a joke!

“I…I get it! I get it all!”

At this moment, a scream of horror suddenly resounded!

Everyone looked in horror, and saw that the screaming person turned

out to be Zhu Yiqun!

At this time, Zhu Yiqun seemed to have seen a ghost, with deep panic

in his eyes.

“Zhu Yiqun, what do you understand?”

Wang Yun and others asked anxiously.

“I finally understand why this guy dare not put us in my eyes, why

would he say that his wife is a woman from the seat of Lin Zuo, and

why dare to participate in the banquet tonight!”

Zhu Yiqun’s forehead is already covered with fine details. His sweat

beaded, and his back was completely wetted by cold sweat!

“No wonder Lin Zuo and the Dark Emperor appear here at the same

time, because they are the same person at all!” The words came out!

Everyone also reacted, and Zhao Yanzhi and others were desperate.

At first, Lin Fan said that Bai Yi was the woman of Lin Zuo. They

thought that Lin Fan was cuckold.

But right now…

they didn’t understand the meaning of Lin Fan’s words!

Completely desperate!

At this time they had to believe that Lin Fan was Lin Zuo!

After reacting, then Zhao Yanzhi was going to be completely crazy!

Lin Fan, the rubbish abandoned by her turned out to be China’s

youngest and most promising army seat?

What’s more, is it still in charge of the blood prison, known as the

strongest existence in the world?

Such a change would drive her crazy!

Own, what kind of man did you miss?

Married to Lin Tianxun, she would be a second young grandmother if

she died, but if she was married to Lin Fan, she would be the queen of

the blood prison!

At this moment, a deep regret suddenly appeared in her heart!

She never dreamed that the unpopular waste would rise to the top in

just ten years!

now!

No one can stop!
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